
Evening Volcano Explorer. 

This is in a small van, 12 passengers max. You will be picked up mid-morning & then first head to an 
organic coffee farm & do a tour of the farm & shown how Kona coffee is grown & processed. (Kona 
coffee is world famous). There you folks will also be served a picnic lunch (deli style sandwich, choice 
of tuna, ham, turkey or veggie). 
 
From the coffee country of Kona you will head the Southern route towards the volcano. There will be 
a stop at the most Southern bakery in the United States & taste the delicious sweet bread that's 
baked there fresh daily. It is a nice rest stop with clean restrooms, a sandwich/deli shop & small gift 
shop, a garden area to explore, etc. Then a few minutes down the road is world famous Punaluu 
Black Sand Beach & hopefully the turtles will be up on the sand sunning themselves. From the black 
sand beach, you will proceed on to the volcano park & you will be taken to the most popular sights 
there, including the Thurston lava tube, which is an air pocket, or "tube" formed 100's of years ago. 

You will also go to the Jaggar museum, which houses many artifacts & displays on the evolution in 
the study of volcanoes. At the Jaggar Museum there is an observation deck to see the Haleamaumau 
crater smoking off in the distance. There is a lava lake at the bottom of the crater but it is too deep to 
see the actual lava.  

From there you will be taken to the Volcano Winery and get a full dinner & get to do some wine 
tasting before heading back to the Jaggar Museum observation deck to see the red glow that 
emanates from the lava lake at the bottom of the crater. 

After that, its' back to the West side along the southern route.

This is an approximately 10.5 hr tour, includes lunch & dinner. There is also a cooler with snacks 
and refreshments in the van; help yourself throughout the day. The only items required by the 
guest is to wear closed toed shoes, bring a jacket & money for souvenirs & tip for the guide. 

Depart @ just before noon, back at around 10:30PM 
$224 adults, $198 child rate (12yrs & younger) includes lunch, dinner, snack & 
refreshments, park entrance fee  

 

   

Thurston Lava tunnel 

Please note that the view of the crater and glow are subject to weather conditions. There are 
occasions in which the view is obstructed by both rain and fog as this is at the 4200' level. 

 

 


